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Introduction
This report explores the potential energies available for you in any particular
location in the world. The report has evolved from a technique called astro-
mapping, which overlays your chart on a map of the world using various
methods. This overlay means that certain planets will be stronger in particular
geographical areas. Through interpreting these planetary energies we can
have an astrological map that tells us the best place to apply for promotions, to
go on holidays, to meet lovers, and to live more fulfilled lives in the areas that
are important to us.

The different lines listed in this report include Planet/Angle lines also referred to
as Astro*Carto*Graphy and Planet Direction lines also referred to as Local
Space lines.

Planet/Angle Lines describe where on the Earth individual planets or stars are
culminating or anticulminating (or on the Midheaven and Imum Coeli) or are
rising or setting (or on the Ascendant or Descendant). The
Culminate/Anticulminate and MC/IC lines are always lines of longitude,
whereas the rising/setting and Asc/Dsc lines are great circles around the globe
and appear to curve on a map viewed in Cartesian or Mercator projection.

Planet Direction or Local Space Lines indicate the direction in which planets or
stars are found when looking from the chart's location. These lines are great
circles around the globe, starting from the chart's location. The common
convention is to continue the line right around the world, back to the starting
location. When viewed in Cartesian or Mercator projection, these lines
generally appear to curve.

Let the explorations begin.
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Planets On Angles
The Sun - Culminating (Orb 0°19') - Strong Influence

This is an ideal place for advancement in your professional goals. If you want
to take the focus away from your private life and place it on achieving your
career ambitions then this location is beneficial. Here you are able to make the
right connections to move forward in your chosen profession or to achieve a
lifetime ambition. Job applications and promotions, marketing efforts, business
associates, and business meetings should all prove successful under the
influence of the Sun on this line. You have the ability to really shine in the
world. You can experience some drawbacks when moving along this line. For
instance this location is not ideal if you want to settle down and start a family or
if you want to spend more time with home and family unless this happens to be
your major life ambition. You need to ensure that you keep your ambitions in
check. You could be in for some disappointments if you are pursuing your
ambitions to the exclusion of all else, or socialising only for the sake of self-
advancement. However, if you maintain an appropriate balance in your life, you
should be able focus on your goals and perhaps even achieve your life's
purpose.

Chiron - Setting (Orb 1°15') - Strong Influence

This place can help you gain new insights regarding your relationships with
other people, particularly your marriage. Your memory of childhood events may
sharpen and your dreams may revolve childhood places and loved ones.
These are gifts, paving the way to a greater understanding of your present-day
unions. It is possible that a romance blossoms here, helping you to experience
intimacy as never before. This healing relationship brings a new lease of life.
You may also meet a significant teacher here, someone who inspires you to
follow your highest aspirations. Traversing this line can be a joyous experience.
However, it can also be painful, particularly if your memories are sad. In some
cases it also possible that your spouse or a significant person causes you
further upset. If this is the case then you need to trust that this experience will
help you gain greater wisdom and understanding, both of yourself and of your
needs in a marriage. Your experiences are asking that you to delve into painful
experiences from your past in order that you may move forward in a more
honest and intimate fashion in your most personal relationships now. Therefore
it is important that you allow plenty of time for reflection. Orthodox and
alternative healing modalities may be helpful. You may also benefit from simply
relaxing with your spouse, or communing with nature. Treat yourself and others
kindly and your lessons are likely to change your life.

Pluto - Setting (Orb 5°17') - Medium Influence

This is a powerful location for your most significant personal and business
unions. If you are married, then your marital bond intensifies when moving to
this line. This can be positive if you and your partner are open to the challenge
of transformation. An almost brutal honesty will be required to alter the areas of
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the relationship that have fallen into an outworn pattern. If you face the
challenge then you are likely to experience a greater level of intimacy and
commitment, gaining a greater understanding of each other and the nature of
your relationship. You forge a strong bond. However, if either you or your
spouse is unable to embrace the adjustments required your union may end. If
you are single then it is possible that you will meet someone here who changes
your life forever. Again this can be a rewarding experience or a painful one.
Either way it is powerful. It could be that the impetus for travelling along this
line comes from a partner, business or personal. If you are not already in an
intimate relationship, you may find yourself drawn into a dramatic and unusual
one. Beware of attracting destructive partnerships. Business deals are also
highlighted in this location. Trade agreements, business partnerships, and
commercial contracts need to come under close scrutiny before you proceed.
You need to make sure that you and your business associates fully understand
the nature of the agreement before signing on the dotted line. You would also
be wise to do a thorough check of potential partners background. The
challenge of traversing this line is that you are vulnerable to other people's lack
of integrity. Therefore betrayal, either in your most personal unions or your
business joint ventures, is a distinct possibility. However, the joy of traversing
this line is that you could meet powerful allies who change the course of your
life enriching it in ways you never dreamed possible.

Uranus - Rising (Orb 7°10') - Weak Influence

This is a positive line to traverse if you are seeking more excitement and
change in your life. Perhaps you have felt that life has become too staid and
you are eager to break out of your routine. You may be eager to break free of
other people's expectations or to shake the fetters of your own responsibilities.
This can be an exciting line to follow, as you will be open to new and unique
experiences. Magic happens. You are likely to become more independent,
surprising yourself and others. You are able to break out of old patterns and
embrace new ways of expressing yourself. This may even involve a change of
appearance. Expression of your individuality is a key factor along this line.
There may be times when you feel that life is getting a little out of control, but
generally you will enjoy the roller coaster ride. Woe betides anyone who tries to
quell your excitement, as you will rebel. As well as your own right to individual
expressions, you may even find yourself becoming more involved in the area of
human rights, perhaps taking on the role of spokesperson for a group or cause.
On the other hand if you seek stability in your life then you would do well to
avoid this location. Perhaps you enjoy a more conservative approach to life
and prefer routine rather than the unpredictable. If this is the case then you are
likely to be uncomfortable with the challenges of this life. Either way you are
likely to gain insights about yourself and your loved ones when spending any
time in this location.

The North Node - Rising (Orb 8°20') - Weak Influence

Moving along this line can change the course of your life. People you meet and
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events that take place are likely to change the way that you think and feel
about yourself, thus affecting decisions for the future. Hence the direction of
your life changes. You experience a real sense of doors opening and closing.
Business and personal relationships also play an important role along this line.
You are destined to meet individuals or groups of people who deeply affect
your sense of self. Ultimately these people will teach you important life lessons,
even if the path is a little rocky. Self-development groups, or spiritual groups
which enable you to discover more about yourself, may play a major role under
this influence. In some cases you may be required to let go of relationships
with people who have held you back in the past, or simply because the
relationship was destined to end. You can take comfort from the thought that
this line is strongly linked with destiny.
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Planet Direction Lines
The Sun - Direction (Orb 0°21') - Strong Influence

Your Sun line will have a generally positive affect in your life. If you have felt
that you have been unable to fully express your personality then the Sun line
will be advantageous. The energies of this line will help you assert your
personality traits and achieve your personal goals. You will shine more in your
own life thanks to experiences and associations formed along this line. You are
able to clarify your own goals and the steps needed to achieve them. As a
result you are able to more easily advance in life. You also seem to naturally
assert yourself with others. It is also possible that positive male friends or
family members move to locations along this line providing you with the
opportunity to make connections.

There is a chance that you may become somewhat grandiose and overly
confident at locations along the Sun line. Therefore it is important you ensure
that you are aiming for positive outcomes rather than seeking to exploit
opportunities or people when travelling to locations along this line. You need to
also generously embrace those who assist you in achieving your ambitions
rather than disregarding their contribution. This will help ensure that your
journey is a positive one with favorable consequences.
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